DEVELOPING MULTIMEDIA ACTIONS
for the Catalonia railway museum

the team: Clarisse Broyon
Weronika Walczak
Bernhard Schopper
Annika Zloch

the objectives
- design/develop a new special website about railway heritage
- incorporate multimedia files (photos, videos)
- create a QR Code
- provide a communication network between the museum and its partners
- expand the existing website » link

the process
- research
- design
- develop
- evaluate

the website
sections:
- Home/Blog
- The Museum
- Heritage
- Education
- Applications
- Contact
- Links

full responsive

the conclusion
- improvement of the visibility of the museum
- new website about railway heritage
- research and marketing
- evaluation of the website
- improvements based on the evaluation
- new QR Code

Supervisors:
- Pere Ponsa Asensio
- Ana Grande Jiménez

QR Code: